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Abstract
Combinational creativity plays a significant role in design for supporting designers in producing creative
ideas at early phases of design. This study provides insights into conceptual distances for forming
combinational ideas. The results from a case study indicate that far-related ideas are used more often
than closely-related ones to produce creative combinational designs and that far-related ideas could lead
to more creative outcomes. The study provides new insights to aid designers in understanding the value
of combinational creativity, and support in the production of creative designs.
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1. Introduction
Idea generation plays a significant role in product design and development, which determines the type
of product produced (Howard et al., 2011; Childs, 2018). Although design relies on the generation and
refinement of ideas, producing ideas, especially creative ones, is challenging. In addition, creative ideas
are significantly related to commercial values (Howard et al., 2008). Creativity, which can be described
as “the production of novel and useful product” (Mumford, 2003), has been considered as an integral
part of design used for exploring creative ideas for solving problems as well as developing innovative
products (Hsiao and Chou, 2004; Sarkar and Chakrabarti, 2011).
A wide variety of methods and tools have been introduced to assist designers in creative idea generation.
For instance, conventional tools such as six thinking hats (De Bono, 1985) and TRIZ (Altshuller, 1984),
and advanced ones such as bio-inspired design (Goel et al., 2014), design-by-analogy (Linsey et al.,
2012), and the 77 design heuristics (Yilmaz et al., 2016). In recent years, a growing number of
computational methods and tools have been developed for supporting designers. For example, the
Concept Generator (Bryant et al., 2006), the Analogy Retriever (Han et al., 2017b), the Idea Inspire 3.0
(Chakrabarti et al., 2017), and B-Link (Shi et al., 2017a, 2017b). In order to provide operational insights,
it is important to investigate the crucial factors behind design creativity, such as motivations and driving
forces of creativity, as well as conceptual distances between inspirational sources.
Combinational creativity involves generating associations between ideas that were previously not
related or indirectly related (Boden, 2004, 2009) and has been indicated as the easiest method for
humans to achieve creativity, as it is a natural feature of human associative memory. Han et al. (2017a)
have reported insights on the driving forces of producing combinational creativity in product design,
which are design problems, similar representations, and inspirational sources. Recently, several
computer-based design tools have been developed through using the concept of combinational
creativity, for example, the Combinator by Han et al. (2016) and the computational method of combining
scenes by Georgiev et al. (2017). In order to understand combinational creativity in design and to
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improve the performance of these combination-based tools, there is a need to explore the relations of
the ideas used for producing combinational creative ideas in practical designs.
This paper aims to provide insights on conceptual distances between ideas in combinational creativity in
a context of practical product design. This will provide a better comprehension of combinational creativity
as well as design creativity. Understanding conceptual distances between ideas could deliver positive
effects to designers for improving creativity during idea generation at early design phases. Here, we
hypothesise that a larger proportion of practical combinational creative products are produced from the
combinations of conceptually far-related ideas rather than conceptually closely-related ideas. Also,
combinational designs produced by combining conceptually far-related ideas are more creative than the
ones generated by closely-related ideas. The hypotheses are proposed according to studying and reviewing
research projects on combinational creativity and conceptual distances. In the following two sections,
aspects of combinational creativity and conceptual distance are reviewed. A case study involving two
hundred practical products has been conducted to explore distances between ideas in combinational
creativity through expert evaluations. Discussion and conclusion are provided in the last section.

2. Combinational creativity
Boden (2004, 2009) has proposed three methods to achieve creativity, exploratory creativity,
transformational creativity, and combinational creativity. Exploratory creativity involves producing
ideas via exploring the conceptual space, such as the different flavours of crisps. Transformational
creativity includes generating ideas through transforming the conceptual space, for example, Picasso's
masterpieces “Head of a Woman”. Combinational creativity involves coming up with ideas by exploring
unfamiliar combinations of familiar ideas, for instance “Apple Watch” which could be regarded as a
combination of a “watch” and an “iPhone”. Combinational creativity has been suggested as the easiest
method to produce creativity. However, Ward (1994) revealed that combinational creativity could lead
to considerable difficulties, and Simonton (2017) indicated that idea combinations would cause
“combinational explosion” consuming years for idea generation and evaluation. The concept of
combinational creativity has been used by a number of researchers to describe creativity. Frigotto and
Riccaboni (2011) suggested combine is the nature of creativity; Henriksen et al. (2014) described
creativity as a process of generating new combinations and alterations with existing ideas; Childs (2018)
indicated that creativity originates from combining mental capabilities.
Combinational creativity has been studied extensively for decades, especially the cognitive aspects.
Conceptual combination is a basic creative cognition, which involves emerging previously separate
concepts to present new thoughts and provoke new ideas (Ward, 2001; Wilkenfeld and Ward, 2001). It
can produce emergent properties which are not from parent concepts. Additionally, conceptual
combination is positively related to creative problem solving (Kohn et al., 2011). Scott et al. (2005) have
indicated two approaches, which are the analogical approach and the case-based approach, to produce
conceptual combinations.
Studies exploring combinational creativity in design have included Nagai et al. (2009) who suggested
three methods to interpret combined concepts, which are property mapping, concept blending, and
concept integration. Han et al. (2017a) indicated three approaches to produce combinational creativity:
problem-, similarity-, and inspiration-driven approach. The problem-driven approach involves
producing a combinational idea through combining a basic idea and a problem-solving idea. The
similarity-driven approach suggests combinational ideas are generated by combining basic ideas and
similar-representation ideas. The inspiration-driven approach includes producing combinational ideas
by combining basic ideas and inspirational ideas. Chen et al. (2017) applied bisociation theory, which
is a form of combinational creativity associating separate and often conflicting ideas in new ways
(Koestler, 1964), to discover creative knowledge for design. In addition, a number of computational
tools employing combinational creativity have been developed to support designers in creative idea
generation at early phases of design. Bacciotti et al. (2016) developed a tool combining concepts from
two different dimensions for identifying scenarios to provoke creativity. Han et al. (2016) have
developed software, called the Combinator, to assist creative ideation by producing combinational
stimulus in both text forms and image forms. Georgiev et al. (2017) have proposed a computational
method to create new scenes by combining existing ones for developing new products.
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Combinational ideas are often produced by combining elements such as ideas, concepts, words, and
images (Ward and Kolomyts, 2010). Noun-noun combination is the conventional form of combinational
creativity, and it is used in this study. However, nouns are not restricted to single noun words (such as
“card” and “cup”), they can be noun phrases (such as “bank card” and “coffee cup”). Thus, nouns in
this study can also be considered as concepts. Costello and Keane (2000) and Ward et al. (2002) have
explored noun-noun combinations, and how people interpret them. Moreover, Nagai et al. (2009) have
investigated the interpretations of noun-noun combinations in design.
Combinational creativity plays a significant role in design for supporting designers in generating
creative ideas at early stages of design. It is also used extensively as the core to develop computational
tools for assisting designers in creative ideation. Therefore, it is significant to study conceptual distances
between ideas in combinational creativity. Comprehending the distance between ideas could help
designers identify appropriate ideas for producing combinational creative ideas. This could also benefit
combination-related computational tools by enhancing idea selection algorithms to improve
effectiveness and efficiency.

3. Conceptual distance of combinational creativity
In linguistics, semantic distance is a measure of how close two words are, while conceptual distance is
a measure of how close two concepts are. In design, conceptual distance is described as a function of
the degree of structural similarity and surface similarity (Ozkan and Dogan, 2013). Structural similarity
refers to relational similarity which is about the resemblance in the underlying systems of relations
between the elements of two concepts, while surface similarity is attributional which refers to the
resemblance of the objects and properties of two concepts (Vosniadou and Ortony, 1989; Blanchette
and Dunbar, 2000; Gentner and Smith, 2012). Structural similarity shows a far relation between the two
concepts, while surface similarity represents close relation. Ward (1998) has suggested a tripartite
classification according to the semantic similarity, alternatively the conceptual distance, between the
concepts, which are “same conceptual domain”, “related, though non-identical domains”, and “wildly
discrepant domains”. In this study, two ideas or concepts are considered as closely-related if the ideas
or concepts are from the same conceptual domain. Two ideas are considered as far-related when the
ideas are from non-identical domains or discrepant domains. For example, a “cup” and a “mug” is
conceptually closely-related for belonging to the same conceptual domain, while a “cup” and a “car” is
far-related for belonging to different domains.
Several research projects in design have investigated conceptual distances, especially in design-byanalogy. Lopez et al. (2011) have suggested analogies from distant domains have a greater potential to
produce more creative designs by more abstraction. Chan et al. (2011) have presented positive effects
of far-field analogy on novelty and variability of solution concepts. Ozkan and Dogan (2013) have
shown that experts select close domain while novices prefer far domain, as experts considered it is easier
and more efficient to retrieve close domain sources. They also indicated experts are more likely to
establish structural similarity which often produces creativity, while novices are more likely to establish
surface similarity. Fu et al. (2013) have indicated “close” and “far” are relative terms depending on the
characteristics of the potential ideas. Although far analogues could lead to creative solutions, it could
be harmful to the design process and the effectiveness of the process if the analogues are too far.
However, Chan et al. (2015) have shown that design ideas cited conceptually closer sources are more
creative than the ideas cited further sources.
Combinational creativity is produced by combining ideas, and conventionally it is achieved by
combining two nouns or concepts. Han et al. (2017a) have shown how designers are motivated or driven
to produce combinational creativity. The research has indicated a combinational idea is produced by
combining a base idea, which is the basic idea of the combination, and an additive idea, which is the
additional idea for forming the combination. The terms base and additive are also used in this study to
describe the two ideas or concepts that produce combinational ideas. Based on the illustrations above,
combinational ideas or designs, which are produced by conceptually closely-related base and additive
ideas, are called as closely-related combinational designs. Similarly, far-related combinational designs
are the ones generated by combining conceptually far-related base and additive ideas. It is significant to
explore the distance between the base idea and the additive idea in practical product design, and how
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the distance affects the degree of creativity of the combinational ideas. Creativity is a crucial factor of
product design and development (Sarkar and Chakrabarti, 2011), which is also a natural element of the
design process (Demirkan and Afacan, 2012). Besides, designers from all areas are required to be
creative for producing new and useful solutions (Crilly and Cardoso, 2017). This implies that good
practical designs are creativity-oriented. Therefore, as illustrated previously, this study proposes that
far-related ideas are used more commonly than closely-related ones to produce creative combinational
ideas in practical designs, and far-related ideas could lead to more creative outcomes than closely-related
ones. The next section presents a case study to investigate conceptual distances of combinational
creativity in practical designs. The results of the study could potentially support designers to select better
additive ideas for producing creative combinational ideas.

4. Case study
A case study has been conducted to explore the conceptual distance hypotheses of combinational
creativity in practical product design by employing expert evaluation. Two-hundred combinational
creativity originated designs were selected from the winners of top international design competitions,
such as the Red Dot Design Award and the iF Award, as the samples for evaluations by means of
purposive sampling. International design competitions encourage creative designs (Wang and Chan,
2010), and use novelty and usefulness as the top assessment criteria. In addition, winners of design
competitions have been used for developing ideation methods, for example, winning formulas for
metaphor design (Wang, 2016) and the 77 design heuristics (Yilmaz et al., 2016). Thus, the designs
selected in this case study can be considered as creative (combinational) ideas which are useful and
valuable.
Expert evaluation was employed in this case study to identify conceptual distances and assess creativity
of the combinational designs. Evaluating a design is often considered as a multi-criteria decision-making
process, which is usually directed by experts based on qualitative descriptions and subjective
judgements (Zhai et al., 2009). Besides, identifying evaluation criteria as well as creativity rely on
experts (Geng et al., 2010). Thereby, expert evaluation is a preferable method to analyse practical
designs and to assess products' creativity. However, the evaluation results could potentially be altered
based on the different experience and background of evaluators.

4.1. Conceptual distance in practical designs
An evaluation has been performed to assess whether designers prefer to use far-related ideas or closelyrelated ideas for producing combinational creativity. Three experts, two design engineers and one
designer with years of experience, participated in this evaluation voluntarily to identify whether a
combinational design is produced by combining conceptually far-related ideas or closely-related ideas.
The two design engineers were identified as Evaluator 1 and 2, while the designer was called as
Evaluator 3. Although the number of experts seems low, there is not a standard of the number of experts
for an assessment (Lai et al., 2006). It is also indicated that the number of expert evaluators is far less
required than general evaluators (Achiche et al., 2013). For instance, two experts participated the study
conducted by Charyton and Merrill (2009) to evaluate creativity and creative engineering designs. A
decision table including the two-hundred combinational design samples was constructed for evaluating
the distances of the designs, as shown in Figure 1. The table involves base ideas and additive ideas,
which were decomposed based on specific information of the designs previously, of the select design
samples. It also includes names and images of the designs, which were used as extra information for
helping the evaluators understand the base and additive ideas. Based mainly on the base and additive
ideas of the designs, the three evaluators assessed respectively whether the base ideas and additive ideas
of each design are conceptually far-related or closely-related, according to the evaluators' knowledge
and experience. For example, an evaluator suggested that a “pen” and a “ruler” are closely-related, as
“pen” and “ruler” are both from the same conceptual domain “stationery”; while the evaluator
considered a “parasol” and a “LED” are far-related, as “parasol” and “LED” are from different domains.
In addition, the experts were required to indicate if a base idea and an additive idea is neither closelyrelated nor far-related.
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Figure 1. An example of a decision table used in this case study
The evaluation results of the case study are presented in Table 2. Evaluator 1 indicated 148 products out
of 200 were far-related combinational designs, and 52 were closely-related designs. Evaluator 2
suggested 66 closely-related combinational designs and 134 far-related designs. Evaluator 3 identified
49 and 151 products were closely-related designs and far-related designs, respectively.
Evaluation results – number of closely-related and far-related
combinational designs
Closely-related Designs
Far-related Designs
Others

Evaluator 1
52
148
0

Evaluator 2
66
134
0

Evaluator 3
49
151
0

A Kappa test was conducted to assess the overall inter-rater agreement of the evaluation in this case
study to explore the reliability of the results. Cohen's Kappa coefficient usually measures the agreement
between two judges. For more than two judges, the mean Kappa coefficient value of all rater pairs is
used to measure the overall inter-rater agreement of a category (Light, 1971). As shown in Table 2, the
mean Kappa coefficient is 0.695 which has suggested a good agreement among the evaluators. This has
indicated the robustness and reliability of the evaluation results.
Kappa test results
(Kappa values and strength of agreements: 0.00-0.20: Poor, 0.21-0.40: Fair, 0.41-0.60:
Moderate, 0.61-0.80: Good, 0.81-1.00: Very Good)
Rater Pairs
Evaluator 1
Evaluator 2
Evaluator 1
Evaluator 3
Evaluator 2
Evaluator 3
Mean Kappa Coefficient
Strength of Agreement
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Kappa Value
0.689
0.748
0.649
0.695
Good
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According to the evaluation results and the Kappa test, far-related ideas are used more commonly and
frequently than closely-related ideas to produce creative combinational ideas or products, for the case
study concerned. Although far-related combinational designs are more common than closely-related
ones in design competitions, the creativity level of far-related combinational designs could be lower
than closely-related ones. Therefore, the creativity levels of far-related and closely-related designs need
to be assessed to further explore the conceptual distances in combinational creativity.

4.2. Creativity of far-related and closely-related combinational designs
In addition to the evaluation above, we have conducted another evaluation to assess the creativity levels
of products from far-related and closely-related combinational designs. Metrics are often used to
evaluate creativity of designs as well as concepts. For instance, Shah et al. (2003) proposed to use
quantity, novelty, quality, and variety to measure creativity as well as the effectiveness of an ideation
method. Plucker and Makel (2010) used fluency, originality, flexibility, and elaboration as the
measurement metric. Sarkar and Chakrabarti (2011) employed novelty and usefulness to evaluate
creativity by using the Function-Behaviour-Structure model and the SAPPhIRE model, respectively.
O'Quin and Besemer (1989) have proposed a revision of the Creative Product Semantic Scale (CPSS)
to assess creativity by using the terms novelty and resolution (also known as utility or usefulness).
The Creative Product Semantic Scale (CPSS) metric was employed in this case study to assess the selected
designs. This metric, which uses novelty and utility to describe creativity, has been validated for several
times (Chulvi et al., 2012). In this case study, we used the questionnaire based on CPSS, which was created
by Chulvi et al. (2012), for the creativity evaluation. The questionnaire is a seven-point scale table
involving eighteen bipolar pairs of items referring novelty and utility, as shown in Figure 2. In the
questionnaire, novelty items and utility items are mixed and some are reversed to avoid evaluators' inertia.

Figure 2. The questionnaire based on CPSS for evaluating the creativity of selected
designs (adapted from Chulvi et al., 2012)
Five designs from each, far-related and closely-related combinational designs, were randomly selected
to investigate which distance of combination could lead to more creative results. The ten designs
selected have achieved consensus among the three evaluators, which were agreed as either far-related
combinational design or closely-related combinational design. Two design experts having more than
four years of experience participated in this creativity evaluation voluntarily, which were identified as
Expert 1 and 2 to distinguish from the previous conceptual distance evaluation. The two evaluators were
provided with the ten designs in a random order printed on paper including the designs' names, images,
and text descriptions. The two evaluators were not provided with other information, and conducted the
evaluation respectively to verify the robustness of the scores. The evaluators employed the CPSS
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questionnaire for the creativity evaluation by choosing between the bipolar pairs of the items in a sevenpoint scale. The creativity score of a design was the sum of the scores of all the individual items.
The creativity evaluation results by the two design experts are shown in Table 3. Expert 1 has indicated
that the creativity scores of all the five far-related combinational designs are higher than the five closelyrelated ones. Expert 2 has indicated all the five far-related designs are more creative than the closelyrelated ones, but except Design 9. Mean creativity scores of closely-related and far-related
combinational designs were calculated respectively to provide an overall comparison, as shown in Table
4. In the table, SD is the abbreviation of standard deviation. In addition, the effect sizes, also known as
Cohen's d, were also calculated to measure the strength of the difference between the mean scores of
closely-related and far-related combinational designs. According to Expert 1, the five far-related
combinational designs have achieved a mean creativity score of 95.8 which is 22.2 higher than that of
the five closely-related ones (73.6). This has suggested a Cohen's d value of 2.87 which has shown a
large difference between the two mean scores. In terms of Expert 2, the five closely-related designs have
scored 80.0, while the five far-related designs have achieved 98.6 which is 18.6 higher. The Cohen's d
value of the two mean creativity scores assessed by Expert 2 was 1.22 which has also indicated a large
effect size or a large difference. Therefore, the creativity evaluation results have shown that
combinational designs produced by combining conceptually far-related ideas are generally more
creative than the ones generated by using conceptually closely-related ideas, concerning the selected
combinational designs in this case study.
Creativity evaluation results by using the CPSS questionnaire
Design Number

Closely- or Far-related

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Close
Far
Close
Close
Far
Close
Far
Close
Far
Far

Expert 1 –
Creativity Score
84
100
68
60
89
81
99
75
92
99

Expert 2 –
Creativity Score
90
119
91
77
93
74
108
68
69
104

Mean creativity values of closely-related and far-related combinational
designs and effect sizes (Cohen's d)
(Cohen's d value and strength: 0.20: Small, 0.50: Moderate, 0.80: Large)
Closely-related Designs
Far-related Designs
Effect Size (Cohen's d)

Expert 1 (SD)
73.6 (8.73)
95.8 (4.45)
2.87 - Large

Expert 2 (SD)
80.0 (10.12)
98.6 (18.98)
1.22 - Large

5. Discussion and conclusion
A case study including two separate evaluations was conducted to investigate closely and far-related
ideas in terms of producing combinational designs. The first evaluation assesses which distance, closelyor far-related, between the base and additive ideas is generally used in producing practical combinational
designs. The results have shown that the majority of the selected combinational designs are produced
by combining far-related ideas rather than closely-related ideas, albeit with a limited number of
combinational design samples. Although the number of evaluators is limited, the Kappa test has shown
a good inter-rater agreement among the evaluators indicating the evaluation results are robust and
reliable. The second evaluation assesses the degree of creativity of far-related and closely-related
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combinational designs by using a CPSS questionnaire. The results indicate that far-related ideas could
lead to more creative outcomes concerning the randomly selected designs, which is in line with the study
by Lopez et al. (2011) in design-by-analogy. The effect sizes, or Cohen's d values, suggest there are
large differences in the degree of creativity between closely-related and far-related combinational
designs with regards to the two experts. This indicates far-related combinational designs are “largely”
more creative than closely-related designs, for the designs concerned. Therefore, the case study
conducted has justified the two hypotheses proposed in this study. However, using international design
award-winning products or designs as samples might have limitations, as award winners are arguably
more creative than conventional designs on the market. The samples in the case study, which are
relatively more creative than conventional ones, cannot represent general product design. Therefore, the
case study shows how conceptually closely-related and far-related ideas are employed in practical
combinational designs, as well as how the conceptual distance affects the degree of combinational
creativity in a relatively more creative context.
In conclusion, this study has explored conceptual distances between base ideas and additive ideas for
generating combinational creativity, especially in the domain of product design. The study indicates farrelated ideas are used more often in practical combinational designs, as well as could lead to more
creative outcomes comparing with closely-related ideas, for the case study concerned. The study has
provided better comprehension of how combinational creativity is achieved in design. Understanding
conceptual distances between base and additive ideas could support designers identifying appropriate
ideas for generating creative combinational concepts at early phases of design. The outcomes of the
study could benefit computational tools that employ the concept of “combination”, such as the
Combinator (Han et al., 2016) and the combination of scenes (Georgiev et al., 2017). A further study
involving more evaluators and more samples is planned to provide additional insights. Additionally,
several computational tools will be used to measure the conceptual distances between base ideas and
additive ideas, as well as to provide a comparison with the results assessed by experts.
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